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ABSTRACT: Modification was Associate in Nursing activity to switch the item additional enticing particularly 

automotive modification. Lately, automotive modification become the one in all the promising business since that were 

providing high profits. The owner of automotive hunt for the accessories for his or her automotive often. Then, the 

owner of automotive modification ought to increasing their facility to create the buyer glad. what is more, if the buyer 

glad with the service than it provided high profit. For increasing high profit than the owner of automotive modification 

ought to created the innovation. one in all the innovation was automotive modification with mobile application. The 

aim of this study was to spot the options in automotive modification exploitation.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Auto Genius enables the user to search there nearby modifying cars shops. It will be used by customer to contact a 

specific and proper modifier. We can search the car modifiers app by visiting place to place but due to this application 

it will be easy and time will also not be wasted.  

With help of this application each and every like every small car modifier to big car modifiers will be in contact of this 

app. There will be rating system for person to person.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1) SK Wonget.al proposed that Today, each family should have a automotive and can send their automotive for 

repair or regular service. However, one in all the mechanic outlets in Simpang Pulai, Perak, Malaysia named Pusat 

Servis Tayar Dan Kereta Maeng Washington still operate their business in a very manual means. The look solely 

accepts walk-in customers, place service prompter sticker on the automotive windshield to remind customers for 

next service due, and settle for outside service requests by customers through phone occupation. As a result, this 

has affected each automotive mechanic look and customers. Firstly, walk-in customers might leave because of 

long waiting time and so the look lost its profits. Secondly, client perform regular automotive service late because 

of pale or born service reminder sticker and so look lost its profits once more. Thirdly, customers got to wait 

longer time of the arrival of the buy outside service because of the look might not acquainted of the placement or 

the placement explicit by customers though phone occupation isn't clear. Therefore, this final year project aims to 

deliver a web system for the look and its customers. Front-end mobile applications developed in golem platform 

and supported by back-end Amazon net Service Elastic calculate Cloud (AWS EC2) server are employed by 

customers and therefore the clerk of the look. Ultimately, the most solutions provided by this technique ar service 

booking, service reminder, and automotive breakdown assistant. 

 

2) Ajit A.  Mohekar    et.al., (2015 Innovative) Retrofitted tricycle 1for a Disabled Person”, during this paper the 

prevailing mean of transportation for disabled people want a disabled person to dismount from the wheel chair. A 

retrofitted tricycle is meant to beat this downside by allowing the disabled person to wheel up or down his wheel 

chair onto or down the tricycle. this may be achieved victimization a special designed platform that allows the 

wheel chair to be wheeled up or down. This paper discusses. 

 

3) Snehal  G. island    et.al., (2015“Fabrication of star hopped-up tricycle for disabled person”, in this paper they 

have developed the star tricycle notably for the disabled person. In this paper it is mentioned that but energy is 

utilised for providing the power to the tricycle, that is ready to chop back the efforts of soul. The star tricycle 

mainly consists of star panel, brushless DC motor, battery, charge controller and throttle. 
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4) Vishnuprakash P etal., (2015) “Design and plan analysis of container for aged and bioscience Differentially 

prepared person”, this paper aims at proposing new completely different vogue that overcomes all the constraints 

at intervals this vogue. the design is provided with choices of adjustable back rest, foot rest and adjustable crank 

and connected accessories. so the improved vogue meets the technology issue that were insulation at intervals this 

vogue.C Gómez-Huelamo, LM Bergasaet.al proposed Autonomous vehicles area unit one in every of the best 

engineering challenges of our era. It should be ready to navigate while not making mistakes, consequently it's to 

grasp the atmosphere. Since the primary comes within the 80s (PROMETHEUS in Europe and Navlab in North 

American nation) several initiatives were launched by universities, analysis centers and automobile companies. 

office Urban Challenge provided a breakthrough in self-driving technology. Despite all the spectacular efforts 

within the development of autonomous systems, totally autonomous navigation in randomly complex 

environments continues to be decades away. the explanation for this is two-fold: first of all, autonomous systems, 

that operate in complicated dynamic environments, need computer science that generalizes to unpredictable things 

and reasons in a timely manner. Secondly, wise choices need accurate perception, but so far, most of the present 

laptop vision systems turn out errors at a rate not acceptable for autonomous navigation. 

 

5) Hans, V., Sethi, P. S., & Kinra, J.et.al proposed that Since the origin of world laptop networks, there has been a 

vision of sensible and communication objects. The essence of connecting everything-to-everything gave birth to 

terms like Machine-to-Machine (M2M), frequence Identification (RFID), Wearables and internet of Things. The 

Internet of Things permits objects to be perceived and controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure. 

A major downside that folks face nowadays is to park their vehicles in multi-level parking heaps. whether or not 

its a looking mall, landing field or a multi national company, facilitating parking is a major a part of any 

infrastructure. The survey of drivers found that eighty one per cent say it usually takes them twenty minutes or 

more to seek out a parking slot, with forty five per cent describing parking as their biggest driving headache. We 

plan to create a system that makes this facility problem free, time saving and convenient for the shoppers. 

nowadays within the era of technology once everything is popping sensible, public parking lots are still distant 

from being sensible. making associate degree economical and expert parking system in real time remains an 

enormous challenge for any multi level bone parking facilities. 

 

6) Rachel Harrison et.al proposed  Derek Flood & David leader Advances in mobile technology have enabled an 

outsized vary of applications to be developed which is able to be used by people on the move. Developers 

generally overlook the particular indisputable fact that users will ought to act with such devices whereas on the 

move. small screen sizes, restricted property, high power consumption rates and restricted input modalities unit a 

number of the issues that arise once turning out with for tiny, movable devices. one of the foremost necessary 

issues is that the context throughout that they are used. As these devices unit designed to alter users to use them 

whereas mobile, the impact that the employment of these devices has on the standard of the user can be a 

significant issue to the success or failure of the applying. Current analysis has incontestable that psychological 

feature overload ar typically a significant aspect of usability. it's most likely that mobile devices is additionally 

considerably sensitive to the implications of psychological feature overload, because of their most likely activity 

in multiple task settings and limitations of size. This aspect of usability is typically neglected in existing usability 

models, that unit written inside future section, as these models unit designed for applications that unit seldom 

utilized during a mobile context. Our PACMAD usability model for mobile applications, that we tend to tend to 

then introduce, incorporates psychological feature load as this attribute directly impacts and will be compact by 

the usability of associate application. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM APPROACH 

 

In Auto Genius basically, first thing which we have cleared in concept is application is for those people who are 

interested to modify there car and make it beast. This app will help to the person who is going to modify car and make 

it easy. 

As the above Block Diagram try to explain concept related to application. Customer first have to sign up with details 

and then have to login the app. Then on the main screen there will be two options first is search and second is profile in 

search option. The first option of search can only be used if we have Code of specific garage or shop and in profile 

section we have to add personal details 
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UML Diagram: 

 
 

System Flow Diagram: 
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Implementation: 

1) Splash Screen 

 

 
 

 

2) Sign Up 

 
 

3) Login 
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4) Main UI.1 

 
5) Main UI.2 

 
 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

As we get concept cleared regarding this application we can say it is an Less Time Consuming Application. Due to this 

a person can do many activities by saving there time instead of searching shops, garages of Modifying Cars. So we can 

conclude it can be a time saving application. 
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